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Important Cyber Vulnerabilty Patches 

 

Microsoft August 2022 Patch Tuesday Fixes exploited zero-day, 121 flaws 
This month’s patch from Microsoft fixes 64 elevation privilege vulnerabilities, 6 security feature bypasses, 31 remote 

code execution vulnerabilities, 12 information disclosure vulnerabilities, 7 Denial of Service vulnerabilities and 1 

spoofing vulnerability. In addition to the above list two zero-day vulnerabilities were patched, one of which was actively 

exploited in attacks (CVE-2022-34713 Microsoft Windows Support Diagnostic Tool {MSDT} Remote Code Execution 

Vulnerability). Of the listed vulnerabilities, 17 are listed critical, while the rest are listed as important. 

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/microsoft/microsoft-august-2022-patch-tuesday-fixes-exploited-zero-day-121-flaws/  

 

Cisco Security Updates August 2022 
Cisco released 7 security updates for August, and 17 for July 4 of which are critical, 4 are high priority, and the rest are 

medium. If your organizations networking team uses Cisco products (there is a very high likelihood it does) be sure to 

make them aware of these new security updates from Cisco. 

https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/publicationListing.x?product=Cisco&sort= -day_sir&limit=100#~Vulnerabilities  

 

VMware Security Updates August 2022 
VMware’s security advisories detail 4 updates for August, 1 of which is critical, 1 is important, and the other 2 are 

moderate. There is only 2 listed for July, one is low and one is moderate. Many agencies use VMware to host remote 

desktop connections. https://www.vmware.com/security/advisories.html  

 

Google’s Android Security Bulletin August 2022 
Source.android.com released Android’s security bulletin for the month detailing a multitude of vulnerabilities, their 

respective CVEs, reference documents, severity levels, and updated versions. The categories of vulnerabilities are 

Framework vulnerabilities (most severe could lead to local escalation of privilege with no additional execution privileges 

needed), Media framework (most severe could lead to remote information disclosure), System vulnerabilities (most 

severe could lead to remote code execution over Bluetooth), Kernel Components (could lead to local escalation of 

privileges), and more. If you or your organization uses Android devices, or devices that use the google play store, please 

make sure your systems are updated to the latest versions to mitigate your risk. 

https://source.android.com/security/bulletin/2022-08-01  

 

Systemanalyse Programmentwicklung (SAP) Software Management August 2022 Patch Day 
The most niche on the list, SAP is one of the worlds leading producers of software for business management processes, 

according to their website, 77% of the world’s transaction revenue touches a SAP system. They also apparently 
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established the global standard for Enterprise resource planning software. Their patch day release saw 5 new security 

updates 1 of which is high, and 2 updates on previously released security notes, one of which was April 2018, the other 

was February 2016. https://dam.sap.com/mac/app/e/pdf/preview/embed/ucQrx6G?ltr=a&rc=10   

 

Advisories 
UNCLASSIFIED  

MS-ISAC TLP: WHITE Multiple Vulnerabilities in Adobe Products Could Allow for Arbitrary Code Execution 
MS-ISAC advisory 2022-0102 reports multiple vulnerabilities in Adobe products. These vulnerabilities are listed as High 

for large + medium government entities and businesses. Adobe Commerce, Acrobat and Reader, Illustrator, 

FrameMaker, and Premiere Elements are affected with various vulnerabilities detailed in the advisory, if your 

organization uses any of these Adobe solutions, please see this advisory for CVEs, next steps, and recommendations. 

This advisory is TLP WHITE, please refer to the CISA TLP Definitions and Usage for guidance and dissemination 

restrictions.https://learn.cisecurity.org/webmail/799323/392928904/bf0075bb535da5b5eb114 9bba56eb1289c6ac131ec1fa4576d

1c41785f16377d 

 

CISA Issues Updates to Known Exploited Advisories Catalog 
CISA’s Known Advisory Catalog has been updated to include 5 known exploited vulnerabilities to its catalog. Of the 

updates listed, 2 are from Microsoft, 1 is from RARLAB (specifically for Linux and UNIX), 1 from Atlassian, and 1 from 

Zimbra. The respective CVE’s, vulnerability names, descriptions, and actions to take (in this case all are “Apply updates 

per vendor instructions”) are listed as well as a due date. https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog 
 

Cyber Attacks, Breaches, & Leaks 
 

Medical platform PlatformQ ‘leaks’ nearly 100,000 healthcare professionals’ personal data 
According to security research teams at VPNOverview, “PlatformQ accidentally published a database backup file in a 

misconfigured plus AWS S3 Bucket, it was believed the file contained marketing for the drug Zarex ”. The leak exposed 

sensitive information such as healthcare worker’s full names, personal email addresses, job titles, work addresses, 

phone numbers, and NPI numbers (10-digit number used to identify person to healthcare partner, all payers, in all HIPAA 

standard transactions). In total 255 different hospitals across the U.S were exposed. 

https://www.digitaljournal.com/life/medical-platform-leaks-nearly-100000-healthcare-professionals-personal-data/article  

 

Malware 
 

AitM Attack Targets Email Services to Bypass MFA 
Researchers from Zscaler spotted a campaign targeting enterprise end users using Microsoft’s email services. The emails 

are invoice themed, containing an HTML attachment enclosing a phishing URL. Opening the attachment redirects the 

email recipient to a fake Office login page. In some cases, hacked email inboxes are used to send additional phishing 

emails for BEC attacks. Different versions have been using Evilginx2, a common type of phishing kit as their AitM 

infrastructure. https://cyware.com/news/aitm-attack-targets-email-services-to-bypass-mfa-c2cd5dff  

 

If You See Something, Say Something 
 

The three Missouri Fusion Centers: the St. Louis Fusion Center, the Missouri Information Analysis Center, and the 

Kansas City Regional Fusion Center has teamed up with the Missouri Office of Homeland Security and P3 to create a 

Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool. 

The Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool is accessible on the SafeNation App or go to 

 https://www.p3tips.com/TipForm.aspx?ID=2600&TemplateID=129 


